diliger’s collaboration with MDSL has its sights set on revolutionising how financial institutions research and procure market and reference data.

**MDSL and diliger link up to enhance the MDS & IT procurement experience**

LONDON – April 28, 2015 – Today, diliger and MDSL announced that they are collaborating to add sourcing functionality to the MDSL market data management suite.

MDSL is the market leader in market data inventory and expense management and procurement tools. Its market data inventory tool, MDM, is already in constant use in over 90% of tier one financial institutions globally, with a presence across 250,000 desks worldwide. Inspired by the innovative diliger platform, launched in Q4 2013, MDSL has agreed to place a link to diliger on its RPM (Request & Procurement Manager) interface, so that RPM users can link seamlessly to diliger in order to research new tools that are currently not in their inventory. This will enable RPM users to speed up the sourcing of data, technology and services by providing a shortlist of potential services without having to start the research process from scratch.

Diliger is a sophisticated, granular comparison site for financial markets that allows users to research, evaluate, compare and connect with the suppliers of technology, market data and IT services - without the need for meerkats and opera singers! With its pan-asset class and global coverage, combined with in-depth search parameters, financial procurers and analysts can evaluate the landscape within a few clicks.

MDSL’s MDM platform, together with its Technology Expense Management solution, dovetails perfectly with diliger, allowing users to carry out total due diligence over costs across all data, infrastructure, connectivity and technology spheres. For diliger, the more vendors and clients that use the platform, the more invaluable it becomes to the community, driving transparency and efficiency across the marketplace.
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About **diliger, the marketplace for the financial community**

diliger is the leading vendor selection resource for the financial industry. Capital markets and investment professionals use diliger for sourcing systems, market data, infrastructure and asset services. diliger is developed by industry experts and provides supplier identification, evaluation and comparison of solutions and a platform to manage the vendor selection project. For buyers, this means more informed decision making, procurement efficiency and faster time to market. For suppliers, there has never been a more simple, yet targeted way of showcaseing your solutions and relaying information about a full suite of products and services at the exact time buyers are conducting due diligence. Additional information can be found at http://www.diliger.com

About **MDSL**
MDSL is the market leader in international Market Data Management (MDM) and Telecom Expense Management (TEM) solutions, with offices in the US, UK, France, Japan, Sweden and Hong Kong. MDSL carries ISO 27001 and Safe Harbor certification, and is a member of the Financial Information Services Division (FISD) of the Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA). MDSL features in Gartner’s TEM Magic Quadrant and “Critical Capabilities” report, is rated a “key TEM vendor” by Technavio and was the first global TEM provider to achieve AOTMP Efficiency First® accreditation. Additional information can be found at http://www.mDSL.com, http://www.linkedin.com/company/mdsl and @MDSLglobal